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Aims and objective of the syllabi are well defined and clear to teachers and students



Syllabus is contemporary and need based.

the depth of the course content is adequate to have significant learning outcomes.



Sufficient numbers of prescribed books, reference books, periodicals and research
journals are available in the library.

Are Sufficient Reference Material and related books and other resources are
available in the library for the topic mentioned in the syllabus



whether the students have job opportunities after completion of this course.

whether students attain the POS, COS, and PSOS satisfactorily



The knowledge skills, and techniques attained by the students by this course content
is effective in their occupation.

The course/ syllabus has a good balance between theory and social work practicum.



There is an ample scope to adopt new techniques of teaching such as research
presentation, seminar presentation, group discussion, group activity.

course provides opportunities for entrepreneurship and on job training.



The course / syllabus of this subject has increased my knowledge, skills and
perspective in the subject area which i teach.

please suggest your recommendations for the course improvement (please specify
topics that should be added/ dropped from the course, new books, periodicals,
research journals to be recommended changes in the teaching scheme, innovative
ideas and improvement in social work practicum, etc if any. )

Marathi medium syllabus related books Specialy on Human Rights

...

Use of ICT is required

1.Uniformity of SWP ( BSW and MSW Level)
2.to drop unit no.05 from Social Work with Rural Community subject of MSW-IV SEM
3.to add new policy of agriculture, new infrastructure policy,rural devpt.project etc.

4.to purchase new books read.the subject of rural devpt.,urban devpt.ISWP.

1)give the job opportunity for the students by college pleacement cell.
2)Are Sufficient Reference Material and related books are not available

Emerging trends are required for improving all components

1.Syllabus Related Marathi medium book,
2.Research journal s
3.Competitive books

Praman Patra courses to run

Latest and updated ejournal must be subscribed by the library. Modern teaching methodologies

be brought into the syllabus.



Today's era is knows as ICT era. In every field, there is ICT knowledge is required. Therefore,

basic ICT theory and practicle knowledge should be include in Social Work syllabus.

Block placement /Internship should be compulsory every Year for the student to development

their skill and knowledge. ...skill base workshop is very important for student.

1) Research Journals and periodicals should be continued and increased
2) Emphasis should be given on Technology based Teaching learning, as well as out come based
Social work practices
3) Graduate student also should be given OJT opportunity
4) Computer knowledge regarding official knowledge should be percolated among the students
while their graduation.
5) There should be budget provision for seminar, conference, and workshops.

6)

No

To enhance the social work curriculum, integrating contemporary issues and diverse
perspectives is crucial. Here are some recommendations
1. **Books**:
- "The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness" by Michelle Alexander -
for understanding systemic racism and criminal justice issues.

2. **Periodicals and Journals**:
JYI - Journal of young
- "Journal of Social Work Education" - Focuses on educational innovations, research, and policy
issues in social work education.
- "Social Service Review" - Publishes theoretical, empirical, and evaluative studies on social
welfare policy, professional social work, and social service delivery.

3. **Online Resources**:
- Incorporate access to online platforms like The Conversation, where social work experts write
about current social issues and research.
- Access to databases such as JSTOR, ProQuest, and PubMed for research articles and studies
in social work and related fields.

4. **Incorporate Case Studies and Practitioner Insights**:
- Include case studies from diverse populations and communities to foster cultural competency
and understanding.
- Invite guest speakers from various social work fields to share their experiences and insights
with students.

5. **Ethics and Self-Care**:
- Integrate discussions and resources on ethics in social work practice, including ethical
dilemmas and decision-making processes.
- Emphasize self-care techniques and strategies to prevent burnout and promote well-bein,
including teletherapy, digital advocacy, and online community building.
- Incorporate learning modules o



7. **Community Engagement and Fieldwork**:
- Strengthen partnerships with local organizations and agencies to provide meaningful fieldwork
experiences for students.
- Encourage students to engage in community-based research projects to address real-world
social issues and contribute to positive social change.

By integrating these elements into the social work curriculum, students can gain a

comprehensive understanding of contemporary social issues, develop essential skills for

practice, and contribute effectively to promoting social justice and well-being in diverse

communities.
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